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Message
Thor Han: First of all, do not be anxious nor worried, certainly not worried, all is working for the
awakening of your species. What was hidden has come to the time of revelation, what was
hidden is now coming up into light and light will burn them, people of your planet are not all
awakened, it is not all their fault because they have been subject to mind control, they need to
break the illusion that they have been brought up with, they need to see, they need to open their
eyes and understand, a lot of people in this species doesn't yet see, they need more, they will
have more, but this is not all, in order to be exterminated the dark forces need to be seen and
when everybody sees, they will be ended. Now I ask you to trust that in the end all will be well,
these are not going to be easy times but necessary times for the awakening of your
consciousness. Many of you see and know, and those who see and know are impatient, be
patient that your brothers, your sisters, your families awaken, be still, be peaceful, trust and fight
for what seems right to you, fight with everything you can but violence fight, by exposing truth,
fight by radiating love, fight by spreading peace, unify your species. No more groups fighting
against each other, that is what they want, build instead of destroying, build instead of
destroying, do you understand? Build your future, also I wasn't willing to say that to you, but I
think this should be said, more repeated, many times I told you, do not listen to anything that
induces in your mind and heart fear, be it, your mainstream media, be it people on your
YouTube who say inducing fear, who say scary topics, who say things that are untrue and that
make you anxious, do not listen to these people, we have as an ethic to help you raise your
vibration because once you raise your frequency you vibrate on a higher level, and you are
unreachable, uncontrollable, no one can mind control you when you are in a frequency higher
than their devices, you understand? Their devices of mind control scattered all over the planet
with a mother head in the US underground, these relayed devices mind control, if you are on the
same frequency which is the frequency of fear, we work very hard at helping you to raise your
frequency above the frequency of fear, so anything that will scare you or induce fear to you
doesn't come from us, be very careful, work your common sense, if something you hear leaves
a bad taste on your tongue, do not swallow it, refuse it, make your choices, and the best of the
choices is to follow your own heart and reason.
Q: Someone I know was doing a meditation and at some point heard someone scream at
him: "put on your damn mask" and then he saw the face of someone with a mask on, and
he was shocked. He knew that it was mind control. Do they deposit those thoughts in the
collective consciousness or are the thoughts coming from machines?
Thor Han: What you received was from a device, it was broadcasted. You can send out to the
collective consciousness of Terran species positive thoughts, this will reach out to everyone, the
collective unconscious of your species is like the web around your planet, it's a grid, and it is
connected to everything, everyone is connected, it is the soul of humanity, if you send beauty,
an impulsion of awakening, love and peace to this collective and conscious the soul of this
species, it will have an effect and I encourage you all to do this, it is very good.

Q: Did Nikola Tesla come from Venus?
Thor Han: He was not from your planet, he discovered it later, he is from Naara - Venus. I think
this will not be declassified by {…}. What they “declassify” are jokes, really, they will never
declassify the real things, why would they put themselves in trouble?
Q: Which off-world races are the greatest healers, what specific methods do they use,
and what might we learn from them to help heal humanity?
Thor Han: When you reach a certain level of conscious evolution you have the ability to heal,
the more you grow in evolution the more you heal powerfully and broadly. Many species, an
extremely large number of them, on different levels. I cannot name one in particular for healing,
it depends on what sort of healing you want to perform, biological tissue healing, emotional
healing, energetic healing, etheric healing, dimensional healing, this is a vast answer, this would
take a long time for me to go through each of these races, there are myriads and about the
different techniques, I do not know all about this.
Q: Tell me please about the Merkabah activation.
Thor Han: Well, it is a law in this galaxy because in some it is different, in this galaxy as in most
of them you need to spin in the sense of the gravity, you need to spin the gravitational direction
which is from left to your right, clockwise as you say, this is an activator, this creates life.
Q: Yes I know, it is a universal law. The top pyramid goes clockwise and the bottom, the
opposite.
Thor Han: It depends on where you want to go, if you just want to protect yourself it is still, if
you want to travel in this dimension, it is the same direction up and down, if you want to travel
interdimensionally in parallel universe you spin both counter and this will project you in a parallel
dimension, but you need not do this, this is dangerous, just spin it top and bottom on the same
dynamics, left to right, if you do both counter dynamics you may lose yourself, and you may find
yourself in another parallel reality and I wouldn't advise that with your level of evolution you do
this, some may do it because they have the skills for that, but the common Terrans please do
not play with that.
Q: Will the pyramids all over the world be functional ever again, and who would repair
them back into working condition?
Thor Han: They may, not all, some are not able to be reactivated, they're all too ruined and not
all pyramids on your planet are devices, although some of them can. We hope you do it
yourselves. When you will discover how they work, it will mean that you will have integrated the
ancient knowledge and we really hope for this. Telosians are helping a lot and the Selosi as
well, Ummit are sending a lot of data to many of you, especially engineers, so we are helping
you finding the answers. We will be very proud of you when you manage to do all this.
Q: Given that the current Earth governments are literal mind control slavery systems,
what kind of governance and leadership structure do they have on your home world that
we can apply to the new Earth?

Thor Han: I would say, you need to federate peaceful individual states federating in a planetary
federation, this is what you need to do, we all have done this on all our worlds, part of The
Galactic Federation of Worlds because if you do not do this you remain in a stage of primitive
warfare against each other, you need to unify, not with one leader ruling them all but with a
council with one councillor per state and a council deliberating on peaceful affairs and
constructive projects, no more disputes, no more struggles, all as one peaceful species, this is
what you need to do, if you ask about my planet Erra, we have a royal family, and we have a
council with the government, the royal family doesn't play a big role, they are more like a cast of
protectors, and they represent the species diplomatically, but the council takes the decisions,
this is what we have on our planet, my planet, this is not the case for all the other planets of the
Ashara system, the Taal have a royalty as well, the Noor do not have royalty. Dakooru do not
have royalty, both have councils, there isn't a common council of Ashara, every planet has its
own decisions and agendas, we are independent because we are different.
Q: Can you tell the Terrans about this fear nonsense that is going on at the moment:
going to have to get onto ships in order to live through catastrophic events, war etc?
Thor Han: There is no reason to fear, all of this has been put into your mind by manipulation, all
of this that you fear is not real, it is invented by beings manipulating other beings to reach out
vulnerable people. May this be a lesson. People of Terra: be quiet, calm and happy. These
things will not occur, this is all illusion. May this benefit those who are living in controlled fear,
people must stop listening to this nonsense. The timeline is now stable.
Q: Do any other beings in existence have tattoos and body piercing?
Thor Han: There are other species who do tattoos as tribal recognition marks. Yes, this exists,
humanoids or Gray that you call species do this, some reptilian species have recognition
tattoos, body marks, I will rather say, yes, they do.
Message about love
Thor Han: You know when a body is aching there is a magical thing that can ease the ache,
ease the pain and make you feel stronger, when a child is hurting the love of a mother can ease
the pains because love coming from someone else that is respected and loved, gets through the
physical biological skin and body, and reaches the inner being, the true love as genuine, as the
love of a mother or a lover reaches out to the inner being, and through the inner being to the
consciousness, and when the consciousness is touched by the grace of love the consciousness
starts to radiate this love throughout all the levels and the envelopes of the being and heals
even the tissues, love is not only an emotion, love is not only a feeling, it is an energy, it is a
frequency, it is happening for your species, it is aching, is in fear, is a child afraid of the dark
because the child sees the monsters moving as shadows in the dark, the child holds onto his
bed scared that the monster would come and eat the child, what can cast the shadows away? Is
if the child knows the presence of the mother who comes and spreads her love and tells him
everything will be alright the monsters will go, love is not to lie and say there is no monster, love
is to say, yes, I know there are monsters, but they will go because you are stronger than them,
love is acknowledging the dark and being just love dissolves the dark and cast it away, so what I
want to say, my point is in all of this, is: love each other, send out love to each other, send out

love to those who are in anger, who are despair and fear, and those who are in the dark of
ignorance not knowing where they are going, please send love, spread this love, love is rapping
the person or the object of your love within your energy field, extending your energy field to take
within you the fears, the weaknesses, the vulnerability of the other one and within yourself
transmute it, love can dissolve anything, love is a high frequency, it is also vehicle that
transports a soul, so I was talking about love and asking you to send out love where it is needed
by creating this sphere around you filled with love and extending it until it reaches like a tunnel
or conduit or a string someone or a group of people, and wrap them with it and send them love
and this is healing the world and making everybody stronger and connecting with each other,
love is grace, love is peace, love is joy, I wanted you to feel this, I wanted you to think about it,
just for an instant being in a space of love, just think about this, and when you think about this,
when you feel love within you, you are protected, you are invincible, you're not subject to mind
control, you know, and you see, and you do, you act for the greater good of these species, there
is so much to say about love, we live by its code, and we act within its wisdom, these are my
words about love for tonight, I will speak about this topic forever.
Q: Tell us about the Envoy program please.
Thor Han: You choose, you decide. It is a call, once in your life you owe service to the universe
because everything is a flow, and you choose the way you want to perform this service, you ask
if you think you want to transfer into an avatar on another world that needs help you request,
and it is usually accepted, sometimes it is refused when you are too vulnerable or not mature
enough in your evolution, but this goes with it because when you are not mature enough you do
not want to go do this because it is very difficult, it requires courage and I honor all this courage.
Q: Are these pods on the orbital ship or the pods on the planet the person is from?
Thor Han: We never take the risk to put pods on ships, this would be an unreasonable and silly
decision because this would make the pods with the people vulnerable, they are on the planets
very well-kept in secret places, even if the enemy would assault the planet they wouldn't find
them or with difficulty, we do not put pods in the ship, this is dangerous, the ship can be
destroyed.
Q: How is the soul extracted and put into the human body?
Thor Han: When you decide, it is time to respond to the call of your mission, you go to a certain
place, I will not disclose, you go through medical testing, and you are approved then the time
comes when you have a preparation first where you choose among a different range of
possibilities, where you decide to go, this is often decided with the loved ones because the
loved ones usually accompany the envoy. When you have chosen your destination, the
bloodline you will incarnate into because these are bloodlines that have been prepared by The
Council of Five as you know, you choose the bloodline, you choose the call, you choose the
mission regard to your abilities and the loved ones around you need to agree because they will
be involved in it, there can be four people involved in following you then you are put in this pod,
the body is prepared with a healthy diet before and the system is cleared of all food, and liquids,
then the body is in the pod and the pod are filled with the life support, it is a gel, a liquid, more
looking like a gel, life support substance that will fill your whole body to maintain it alive and

pristine but in stasis, previous to your body being filled with this life support gel, you will be
administered something a product that will put you, it is not a sleep, it is a loss of
consciousness, and when I say loss you lose it, it is taken of you, and it goes into a conduit, it is
a quantum as you say technology that projects you in the conduit and the conduit are connected
by resonance to a portal, this portal will send you to the avatar wherever it is, also by
resonance, you are assisted in this process by some technicians from The council of Five, from
this organization who prepare the bloodlines, and also you will reconnect with your beloved, as I
said it can be up to four people, others can join after, but it is for people maximum to come with
you, and once you will be into the avatar, the compression of consciousness is such as
unfortunately you forget, the more these avatars are enhanced genetically the better the
consciousness has the ability to remember, but this is an improvement that comes slowly and
slowly, have you noticed the last generation of your children remember better? This is because
the bloodlines have been enhanced and this is the process.
Q: Once the Envoys finish their mission on Terra, can they go back to Terra for a friendly
visit, and do they keep their last mission memories?
Thor Han: Of course you keep your memories, but you are allowed to come and visit not
physically because of the law of intervention forbids it, but you can come and visit the orbital
stations and if you have authorization and just go near, if you wish so, but usually unless they
have ties with Terrans, usually they do not want to, because it is difficult, and it is usually
memories of something difficult, they do not want to come back most of the time and I
understand.
Q: How does this person integrate thinking that they're going to die and go back to
source, but instead they go back to a body in a pod?
Thor Han: As soon as you leave the avatar your memory is complete, you have access to it
again, so you suddenly realize, you may be surprised in the first seconds, but this goes very
fast, the incarnation in these avatars because they are very primitive doesn't allow the whole
memory to be pristine, the memory is altered.
Q: Are the Envoys who are still in a pod part of a military program, or are they all what
we call civilians?
Thor Han: There are many civilians, militaries, scientists for many castes of the society.
Q: If they're chosen for special abilities?
Thor Han: They need to be validated first because this is free will, you are not chosen, if you
are chosen, you do not have free will, and we do not go by this, we go by free will, if we want to
do something we do it, if we do not want we do not do it, this is the base of our society. Different
species have different ways of doing it, Ummites and Silosi do pods, humanoid species usually
do pods, the Ohorai do differently, those Terrans call Arcturians in your language. Ohorai do
different, they do not need pods they just de-densify and re-densify in an avatar, we cannot do
that, but there is a cast of population from Ohora, they are the Glaidean and they use pods.
Q: Out of all the people on Earth what is the percentage that are starseeds?

Thor Han: This comes and goes because some are born, some are discorporating, it is around
and there isn't a fixed number. I wouldn't be able to give a number, this is fluctuating all the time.
Activation sends a signal, and we identify you, we locate you, activation, which is awakening
sends out an activated signal, and we locate where they are, although it is known, but the
activation signal sends it, that this envoy is operational, we know where all are because there
are records of course, but the activation signal allows us or the Council of Five or whoever is
linked to them to make contact and to work with them, starting downloading frequency, that's as
long as we don't have the activation signal it will don't do anything, we cannot, so you need to
activate each other, and many of you have this mission of awakening others and this is good.

